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Go west on Interstate 70, past Salina and Highway 81, the unofficial line of demarcation between eastern and western Kansas. Beyond Bob Dole's childhood home of Russell and the regional center of Hays you will come to Gove County. Though the highway is littered with advertisements for Colby and Goodland, towns that lie farther west, nothing signals the unsuspecting driver that Gove County is approaching. Nothing sings the praises of Gove County's industries, historic figures, or the local quality of life. You simply pass from Trego County into Gove County, your arrival marked by a single sign reading “Gove County Line.” If you continue on, your view of the High Plains from I-70 is disturbed only occasionally by the exit signs for the county's five communities: Quinter, Park, Gove City, Grainfield, and Grinnell (Fig. 1).

Although Gove County is indeed composed of the five towns listed from the highway, its story is much more than small-town topography. Gove County represents much of the Great Plains. While rural America in general saw a gain in population between 1990 and 2000, the Great Plains was one of only three subareas that witnessed continued depopulation. Gove County, which lost 10 percent of its population, ranked ninety-sixth out of 105 counties in the state of Kansas in population change between 2000 and 2005.1 It was one of forty-seven counties in Kansas that lost more than 1 percent of their populations between 1990 and 2000, and one of only ten to have lost another 10 percent in the first five years of the new century.

The history of Gove County, although celebrated locally in a museum and in the county's annual “Old Settler's Days,” is not an auspicious one. The county was founded by gubernatorial decree on September 2, 1886, and
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reached its largest recorded population in 1910, with a total of 6,044. But with the exception of a brief surge leading up to the 1930 census, the county's population has been declining ever since. Even more disturbing, this process seems to be accelerating. Between 1980 and 2005, Gove County lost 27 percent of its population, which today sits at 2,721. In many ways, local residents under the age of eighty have never known a Gove County that was not in some form of decline.

Population losses in rural counties can be particularly traumatic because of their small base-populations. If suburban Johnson County, outside Kansas City, loses 200 people over five years, no one notices. If Gove County loses 200 people, it has lost over 7 percent of its population. A loss that size affects the local tax base, which has repercussions in the services the county and its towns can offer. Services are further reduced when residents are forced to spend their dollars in more populous counties, siphoning potential sales tax from their home coffers. Loss of population also has severe effects on local schools and hospitals. Like many counties in the Great Plains in the last thirty years, the residents of Gove County have witnessed business closings and school consolidation and have struggled to maintain their local hospital and nursing home. The ramifications of these struggles only intensify when a depopulated county is also an aging one.

Rural depopulation occurs for a myriad of reasons ranging from global economic forces to the cultural pressures to be "cool" applied to youth by national media outlets. Rather than focusing on external factors, however, this study seeks to explore the way in which Gove County residents’ views of their community might contribute to its ongoing decline. I argue
that the way in which residents conceive of Gove County has helped to speed its demise. Rob Shields offers a theoretical perspective for the way that meanings are attached to certain places, and more importantly, how those meanings can influence the development of the places to which they are attached. He has called this process social spatialization, and it is this framework that I use in my assessment of Gove County.

In developing his theory, Shields focused on "marginal" places, ones "on the periphery of cultural systems" (3). His social spatialization involves "a fundamental set of spatial divisions and distinctions" that "are most visible in spatial practices and in the connotations people associate with places and regions in everyday talk" (46). Spatialization is manifested in what he called place-images and place-myths. Place-images are "the various discrete meanings associated with real places or regions regardless of their character in reality" (60). They often endure long after their source material has changed. In this study, I view as place-images the values that the inhabitants of Gove County associate with their county. A place-myth is constructed of various place-images, and "form[s] a mythology or formation of positions which polarizes and dichotomizes different places and spaces" (62). Thus place-myths create enduring distinctions between places. These images and myths can and do change over time, though often a lack of change can indicate the strength of their ideological or hegemonic power. What was most important to Shields in explaining the endurance of a place-myth is that "it is not proposed as just a cognitive structure which individuals learn" but as "a set of practical paradigms and algorithms coordinating group activities and sites (what to do, when and where). . . . It is a social framework more than a mental structure" (63). Social spatialization does not exist just in the mind; it is also manifested in the daily routines of how people interact with places.
Because of its endurance and hegemonic nature, social spatialization has the power to limit a people's ability to conceive of viable options or alternatives for their own or any other place, especially those on the margins. The concept, then, has the ability to explain some but not all of the cultural factors that contribute to the underdevelopment or marginalization of an area. I conducted field interviews in Gove County over five trips in the summer and fall of 2006, during which I interviewed sixteen informants in twelve interviews in order to understand local place-images and myths and how these concepts may have affected Gove's economic development.

My primary guide in Gove County was a local farmer to whom I was introduced by a mutual acquaintance. It was through this farmer that I recruited participants for my interviews. Though my goal was to interview as wide a variety of informants as possible within the time constraints of my thesis, my guide had some control over whom I interviewed. Initially, for example, he thought that I only wanted to talk with people in positions of power within the community, so his first round of suggestions included a county commissioner, a banker, a doctor, a newspaper publisher, and a mayor. These were all valuable informants, but I wanted the widest possible variety of people, and was eventually able to convince him to introduce me to other types of informants.

Readers should also be aware that interviews are mutually constructed documents. As Italian oral historian Alessandro Portelli has explained, "There is no oral history before the encounter of two different subjects, one with a story to tell, and another with a story to construct." Because of this double construction, it is critical that an investigator be aware of social differences between himself and his informants. Distinctions in class, race, gender, and political ideology can all affect the kind and reliability of information that an informant might offer. In other words, an interviewee is always "reading" an interviewer as much as an investigator is learning about an informant. In the case of Gove County, numerous differences existed between my informants and myself. I was clearly an outsider, and could not really feign insider status. The resulting documents, then, depended as much on how my informants read me as it did on the questions I asked.

Though I was often introduced as being interested in depopulation, my interview questions focused more on how my informants viewed their county or community in general, and then moved to the ways that it had changed over time. Questions were designed to be as open-ended as possible. If I did not understand what informants meant, I tried to get them to elaborate or explain their terminology. Each interview was different, but my goal was always for my informants to talk as much as possible. Often, depending on the interests of my informants, we would go on long tangents. These tangents frequently proved useful, as they offered some nuance into how my informants saw the community, how they saw the outside world, or how they were reading me as interviewer.

Kent Ryden has argued that "personal experience stories reveal place-anchored emotions which are common to the group of local residents and therefore to the place as a whole." This is not to say that everyone in a place experiences it in the same way, but rather that recurring themes or discourses in individual responses almost assuredly reflect place-myths and images that hold some kind of hegemonic sway in the community's general sense of place or social spatialization.

Even with the various potential pitfalls of the interviewing process, the values (place-images) and place-myths that the residents of Gove County associate with their county were not hard to ascertain. When asked about the strengths of the county, or what makes it and its inhabitants unique, respondents' answers were so remarkably consistent that it is hard not to see the hegemonic power of their chosen replies. Just as geographer James Shortridge has noted that national attitudes toward the Middle West reflect a strong sense of pastoralism, Gove County place-myths and value
systems (place-images) also center around residents' view of themselves as an agricultural county. Their ideals are those of Jeffersonian agrarianism, the belief that farming produces wholesome, value-oriented, independent people.

Sometimes in responding to questions of uniqueness, my informants dwelled on physical attributes of the community. For the most part, though, when asked what values or strengths they associated with the county, residents listed aspects of their rural agricultural lifestyle. Interestingly, these qualities have not significantly changed from those Shortridge found for Great Plains residents in a 1980 survey. The qualities listed were a profound sense of community, a sense of integrity in the county, a rugged individualism, and a spirit of volunteerism that one respondent associated with a "get 'r done attitude." They all celebrated the work ethic of western Kansans, and agreed that to live in Gove County, one had to forgo many of the luxuries other people take for granted. Gove County residents regularly contrasted these place-images and place-myths with their perceptions of urban communities, showing how the process of social spatialization often creates dichotomies of places.

In what follows, I let the members of the Gove County community explain, one by one, the place-images they associate with their county. In doing so, I hope to give voice to a group that has not always been allowed to speak for itself in academic discourse. Although popular writers such as Least Heat-Moon, Duncan, and Dickensen have quoted rural residents extensively, they have often done so uncritically. In contrast, Norris is certainly critical of the members of her rural community, but she does not give them much room to talk. The same is true for classic academic work on Great Plains depopulation, such as the Poppers' opus on the Buffalo Commons. After the people of Gove County have explained the values and place-images that make up their place-myth for Gove County, I conclude with an analysis of how that place-myth has affected the county.

A Real Sense of Community

The first value mentioned by almost all informants when asked about Gove County was its sense of community. When probed about this, the residents of Gove County agreed that it came from the feeling that, because of the small population of the county, everyone knew everybody else. According to one Gove City resident, "You don't have a lot of people, so you really personally know everybody within ten miles of here." Almost all respondents agreed that you could not have this sense of community in an urban area. One informant stated, "I don't think my kids [who live in Kansas City] can tell you the names of all of their neighbors that live across the street or within a house one way or the other, or the next houses after that." A housewife in Gove City wondered about the sense of community in a larger city. "Because I do think [that in] your bigger cities you don't have that common companionship or dealing with people in a friendly manner. You know, watching young people grow up and stuff."

Several informants told me stories or parables to illustrate that their sense of community was something that could not be found in urban settings. One example came from the mayor of one of the towns, who told me a story about a family from Kentucky who pulled off the highway to get gas on their way to Colorado. After talking with him for several hours, he claimed that they were convinced to move to the town so that their kids could go to school in a place where they were almost guaranteed a spot on the high school basketball team. I heard several stories of this type. It seemed important for the residents to believe that their communities, although small, offered positive qualities that other more urban areas could not, and could draw people away from those urban areas.

A Safe Place to Live

A common place-image that Gove County residents share with real glee with outsiders
is their sense of security, which comes from knowing everyone in the community. As one man put it, "If the door's not locked, I'm not worried about it." A Gove City resident and teacher at Wheatland Elementary told me a story of when her family went to Disney World and left the keys in their cars and the doors to their house unlocked. She seemed to take particular joy in the shock that other tourists at Disney World exhibited upon hearing that story. Other residents talked of going to a local community activity and leaving their keys in their car. There was clearly a sense that this was not something that could be done in other parts of the United States.

Most respondents agreed that children were the ones who really benefited from Gove County's security. One Gove City resident, in describing his own childhood, said, "You don't got to worry about anything really happening, like as in people getting kidnapped or anything. . . . It's not like you had to stay in the backyard necessarily. We kind of went around all over town." Elaborating on how that differs from other areas, he explained what it is like in a more urban setting. "It's a little different whenever you come from being out here and go to Topeka, places like that, to visit. I've got relatives there and stuff, and it's different. 'Cuz there, their kids, they're confined to the backyard. So, I mean, you can only do so much in a twenty-by-thirty backyard."

The rare instances when Gove County residents feel that their security has been compromised are always blamed on the effect of outside influences. A Gove City homemaker told of a drug raid at the high school, quickly assuring me that it "was not people from around here" but outsiders from California looking for a place to set up a methamphetamine lab. As she explained, the creation of I-70 had brought more crime into the community. "When they made that, we'd get things that we really didn't want." A Quinter businessman agreed:

Well, we've had a storeowner murdered at Grainfield. That would have been in like '85, '86, somewhere in there. That never would have happened without interstate. There are people that come off interstate and fill their car with gas and take off. And I'm not saying that didn't [used to] happen, because we were on Highway 40. . . . I would guess that when I was a teenager, if somebody pulled in here, and they were from the state of Kansas, they could have written a check and been trusted that it was good. Today, you wouldn't hear of it.

Because Gove residents associate crime with outsiders, they have been reluctant to encourage them to come into the community. I-70 is underdeveloped throughout the county, with no truck stops and hardly any advertising. It is a material manifestation of distrust of influences from outside the county.  

YOU TRUST EVERYBODY ELSE AND THEY TRUST YOU

Gove County residents feel that their strong sense of community creates an honesty and integrity that cannot be found in more urban areas. A semiretired farmer who lives west of Gove City explained how he has come to rely on the integrity of his peers:

I still sell wheat by calling a guy up and saying I want to sell some wheat. . . . And I've sold wheat as little as two years ago that I called them up and said, "I want to sell wheat, and this is the price." And he knew and I knew that that was the price. . . . We didn't even worry about it. It wasn't even a shake of a hand. And I knew that there was no way, if the price went way down, I was still going to get that, and he knew if the price went way up, I was going to sell for that. I mean, there was just trust. And you don't have that in a city. Do you?

A rancher south of Gove City put it this way: "I think you're dealing with people you can trust, for the most part. They're pretty honest, and I like their work ethic. You can do business with
most of them without involving five lawyers. Handshake still means something in this part of the world."

Perhaps the sense of community trust in Gove County stems not just from familiarity but from a prevalent panopticism—the sense that the community is watching. Most of my informants would argue that that is not a bad thing. When asked if everyone knowing everything about their neighbors is good or bad, the semiretired Gove City farmer replied, "Well, I don't think it's really negative. How much positive is in it? It does keep [people] a little bit more honest. . . . You wouldn't jab your neighbor, and it keeps you more neighborly. I think it probably does."

The Quinter businessman interviewed believed that the idea of everybody watching actually gave Gove County residents a greater integrity, because they didn't have to rely on a legal code to keep themselves in line. He explained his point using a reference to rules on a golf course, stating that they didn't need rules to prohibit drinking on the course at the local "Cow Paddy Golf Club" because the residents would simply know that someone would see them doing it and that was enough of a deterrent.

A teacher from Wheatland Elementary joked about this idea of constant community surveillance. "And sometimes that's good, and sometimes that's not [chuckles]. So, you know, people know who goes to visit who and when and how long you stayed and what kind of milk you drink. . . . if you leave tips at the café or not [laughs]. It's just, you know, you know everything about everybody."

Not everyone viewed the panopticism in Gove County as one of its strengths. A Gove County expatriate who has lived in Topeka for over thirty years did not remember that feeling of constant scrutiny with fondness. "Your immediate sense is that everybody is looking over your shoulder. When you're young, you seek the anonymous nature of the larger whole. It's just, that's just as natural as can be. And so I didn't miss that at all. That's what I wanted to leave and get away from."

A Quinter housewife, who in our interview expressed a genuine fondness for her town and the social life she had been able to develop there, surprised me when she said that she and her doctor husband would probably not stay there after he retired. Her explanation reflected ambivalence about the nature of small communities: "I loved raising kids here. But, you know, sometimes your home can get kind of . . . the walls can kind of close in. So I want to go somewhere where you can not feel like you have to wave to every car that goes by. And just [be] a little more anonymous."

In addition to the constant scrutiny of others, some residents noted that the small size of the Gove County communities can cause issues for those who step outside the bounds that the community feels are normal or appropriate. A physician at the Gove County Medical Center in Quinter and husband of the woman quoted above worried for children who don't fit in:

"Sometimes, I think kids probably get a little bit ostracized if they don't fit in with a group. There's not enough people for each individual to be a little sect in the class. And some people, I think, become outsiders in the class. And that's a sad thing. And kids are kind of mean. No matter where you go, kids are mean to each other. Then the teenage years are tough years for anybody to live through, no matter where you go, where [you] live.

One resident found herself part of a feud that resulted in the division of one of the churches in Gove City. A long-time member of the community, she is now ostracized to the point that she feels she will not be able to use the city's senior center when she retires because most of its patrons will hail from the other church. As she explained:

"It's very painful, it really is. . . . Their church gets out before ours on Sunday. And so, for us to go to the café on Sunday takes a lot of courage, because it's full of them [emphasis
added]. That's terrible to say that, but I mean, we walk in the door. . . . everybody gets quiet and it's just, "Hi." "Hi." "How are you?" "Fine." It's really strained. And you know, unless you went through it with us, there's no way you can understand it. And it's going to be like that until we die.

Long-term grudges can also play a role in local politics. The semiretired farmer in Gove City told me of how local businessmen find it impossible to serve on government committees because county residents will stop patronizing their stores if they vote against their preferences:

A guy that's a businessman can't be on the school board anymore. 'Cuz they found it out that if you make somebody mad, he'll drive a hundred miles to [do] business, but not with you. And [in] rural America you can't do that. But they don't realize it. But you can't do it, you can't. Not a maybe, it's you can't.

THEY TAKE PROBLEMS BY THE HORNS AND GET THINGS DONE

Despite the occasional rift, a strong spirit of volunteerism exists in the various communities of Gove County. Most frequently it was cited in moments when neighbors were going through difficult situations and the community lent a hand. Kathleen Norris has written that rural inhabitants like to remind themselves that they live in a caring community in order to "keep [their] hopes up in a hard climate or hard times: and it gives [them] a sense of identity."  

Presumably, this identity is one of people who still care for others in a world that they view as becoming more numb and callused every day. One county resident, who grew up in suburban
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Bonner Springs but moved to Quinter with her husband, remembered the moment when her attachment to Quinter was cemented:

Our oldest son was killed in an accident here. Then you couldn't leave. . . . because the community was so supportive of us during that time. It was two years after we'd moved here. And I know I couldn't have even thought about moving, because, you know, our kids, the only people they'd ever known really were here. . . . I don't think I cooked a meal for six months because people brought in food. And I was never alone. That was just such a support system.

A woman in Gove City explained where that type of volunteerism comes from:

I think our morals and our principles were ingrained in us when we were very young. And I think it's shaped us into giving people, where everybody helps one another. I grew up in a time where neighbors helped neighbors, and it's just still kind of that kind of a community. And we've seen heartbreak for people, illnesses and death, and I think it makes you realize, you know, that you aren't the only person on this earth. I think it sort of makes you more kind and more caring.

She also said that the sense of volunteerism in Gove manifested itself in farming as well as in town. For communities as small as those in Gove County, it is imperative that people cooperate:

It's just always been kind of like a community. You know, the neighbors helping one another. There's still some of that that goes on, not as much as in the past, but there's . . . well, like us cutting the ensilage with Bob and his boy. And they trade implements back and forth. Or if somebody needs help working cattle or combining or whatever, the help's usually always there, which is nice, 'cuz you never know when you might need it yourself, from illness, or death, or whatever.

A teacher at Wheatland Elementary saw the volunteerism of Gove residents as both a blessing and a curse. She cited the preparations for a recent festival as an example, where volunteers worked together to fix up the area for the event, even going so far as to buy new playground materials from a consolidated school in a nearby county:

But, you know, they scraped, they painted, donated paint, and you know, the children just had a blast! Well, there would have been grants available for that, if somebody would have taken the time to figure it out and do it. But that's one thing, you know, we're stubborn. "Well, yeah, we can get this done, so we'll just do it ourselves. We're independent."

While volunteerism clearly reflects what the residents see as their hardworking nature, it also limits their willingness or ability to seek outside help, preventing what could be more long-term gains for the county. Norris has summed up the effects of this go-getter attitude: "There are so few people for so many jobs that we tend to call on whoever seems the most likely to do the job well. This has its bad side, as capable people can find that they are doing too much. It can also lead to mediocrity." Norris might have substituted the word "capable" with "willing," as one resident told me that approximately 20 percent of the county's population was really willing to regularly lend a hand.

居民们对他们自认为的勤劳特质感到特别自豪。这也许最能代表一个标准的故事，你听到居民们谈论社区的强项。这个故事总是围绕着人们在地区外尊重工作伦理的人来自西部堪萨斯州。一旦你觉得这些故事是乡村传奇代代相传，有些会把故事讲述给一个儿子或女儿，因为他或她得到了一份工作，仅仅因为他或她有勤劳的品质。
was from western Kansas. One informant told me he knew of a company in the eastern part of the state that centered all its hiring on western Kansans. A parent told the story in the form of a counselor from Kansas State University who sought her out to ask what they did in Quinter to produce such fine students. All my respondents took it as undisputed fact that residents of western Kansas were known throughout the state as hard workers. They also agreed on the origins of this trait. As the rancher south of Gove City explained:

In our environment, there was never an off time. We knew that if we weren't in school or doing something, we'd be helping around the place. I guess I was working beside my father when I was, like I say, six or seven years old... We knew that during the summer there wasn't a question of what we were gonna do, or would there be a job. We just saddled up and got after it. We farmed, we worked cattle... So we were one of the guys from the time we were seven years old.

In addition to making themselves employable, some informants saw other benefits to growing up in an agricultural community. The semiretired Gove City farmer felt that it helped people learn how to think and reason. "Well, I'd say the big thing is they learn how to work. They learn how to think, oh, much greater than they do in these cities. There's a broader learning curve, really." He also felt it was important to tell me (though not in a bragging way) about how others from his high school class had achieved success outside the community. It was only from his brother that I learned about the farmer's own success: "My god, he [his brother] has assets that make my life look like I hadn't done a whole lot."

Others told me that the pragmatism of Gove County residents came from "knowing where your food comes from." They felt dealing rationally from day to day with the production side of human consumption let farmers and farming communities be more pragmatic about many things in life.

It seemed more important to my informants that I learned how residents of Gove County did when they left western Kansas than how current residents were doing. They measured success by locations, most frequently Manhattan or Kansas City, that were decidedly not rural. The important information wasn't just that Gove County residents and western Kansans were hardworking. The crucial information was that they were considered more hardworking than their eastern counterparts, that firms in places like Kansas City so valued their labor and values over those of people from other more urban places that they would center their hiring on people from western Kansas.

Geographer James Shortridge has described modern Midwesterners as having an inferiority complex. Over the history of its existence, the region has been alternatingly celebrated and denigrated to the point that residents no longer know how to feel about themselves. The residents of Gove County are keenly aware that modern America, embodied in places such as Kansas City, perceives the western portion of the state as anachronistic and old-fashioned. Confronted with closing farms and a steady outflow of population, they find it important for their sense of self-worth to know that their lifestyle produces something that it still universally valued. Having stories of success, especially over those perceived as more urbane or modern, represents a vindication of their communities and chosen lifestyle.

THEY DON'T HAVE DEEP ROOTS HERE

In addition to celebrating the success of denizens of Gove abroad, my informants told me stories about the effects of an influx of new blood into the area. In one conversation, an area teacher went quickly from rhetorically asking me, "Who wants to move to Gove County? There's nothing there" to the following discussion of how students from outside the county have begun to be a drain on local schools:

We always have a joke here at school that we must have good welfare benefits. Because
a lot of times the people that come are the ones that are on welfare. And it might be relatives of somebody that, you know, lives here. Or somebody's friend lives here and they heard of it and thought it sounds like a nice place to live. . . . You hate to classify people, but I'd say the last five families that we have gotten students in our school district, that I have been associated with, out of those five families, probably four of their children were special-needs children. You know, whether it was learning problems or physical problems, they needed special help. And, you know, we do our best to offer what we can.

Another informant who works in the schools believed that a lot of the problems from children who come from outside rural western Kansas have to do with a lack of values in their families. Her husband, a teacher and coach at Wheatland High School, talked about how the other coaches in the area had noticed a decline in the toughness and work ethic of the high school students in the region. He explained it thusly:

Yeah, I listened to a coach from Clifton. . . . They've had a lot of kids out for football year after year, but the coach said they're just not homegrown kids anymore. They're not that big, tough kid that we've had in the past, and their program has dropped from where it used to be. And I think that's probably where a lot of the small communities are. I wouldn't know what percentage, but a fourth to a third are kids who have moved in and just don't have the strong beliefs of what kids have grown up here with.

It is a common theme that families who have moved to Gove County from out of town have done so because they know or are related to someone in the area and are attracted to the local lifestyle. But the other half of this story is that these families are perceived to bring in problems that exist in urban areas. Almost any Gove County resident can list a host of these "city" problems. First and foremost, they are dangerous places. In the words of a Quinter businessman:

I don't think we have the pressure that you see in the city, you know. And I think it's better, emotionally, if you can walk down the street and say hello to people, and they say hello back and don't give you a strange look. . . . But in the city, those people are probably not going to talk to you unless you talk to them. And it may irritate them that you talk to them. But I actually am apprehensive somewhat, when I'm in the city. And that's probably tainted from the stories about drive-by shootings and murders and that sort of thing that are probably never going to happen to me. I'll worry about stuff that's never going to happen.

A woman in Gove City explained to me that it was probably incredibly difficult to raise a family in a city:

You know, because I know their crime rates and the things that go on there, and the gangs and stuff like that. So I guess I'm a person that wouldn't want to have to deal with all that stuff. You know, because I think, really, your adults deal with it too, especially if you have a family in a city. So I'm sure it's not easy to raise a family in a city. And it can be hard out here too, but I just think it's much more dangerous in a city. I guess that's my fear, is that it's just dangerous. You never know if somebody's going to shoot you walking down the street. . . . This is what I don't understand; they don't even know the people that they shoot. I don't understand their thinking, I guess, and the pain it causes people.

Both of these informants said their impressions of urban areas came primarily from the news, but also from visiting cities and from talking with friends and relatives who live there.
HELL ON WOMEN AND HORSES

Most of my informants argued that, for a person to be successful or even happy on the Great Plains, they had to be willing to go without most luxuries. They equated the required asceticism with males and masculinity, and in contrast, associated urban luxuries with women and femininity. The rancher south of Gove City summed up the idea during our interview when he told me the following:

My mom, particularly, I think she would have probably been happy living in a more urban area. And that’s been a big problem in this country. You’re quite a ways removed from the more refined things of life. My grandfather coined a phrase early on, after he moved out here. In his opinion, this country was a good place to make a living, but it was hell on women and horses. And . . . I guess, fifty-seven years later, I’d have to say that I haven’t changed my opinion of that much. It’s . . . other than the fact that maybe it’s not quite as good a place to make a living anymore as it used to be, but it’s still hell on women and horses. So I guess it’s tough to find women, anymore, that are willing to come back into this country due to lack of the amenities and distances to get to anywhere to shop.

He expressed this idea to me as he was explaining the difficulty in finding employees who would move to Gove County. “Finding males willing to come out here and work maybe isn’t as difficult as finding women that will volunteer to stay with them. So that maybe tells you something. It’s attractive maybe more to the male gender than the female.”

As this was one of my first interviews, I sought to explore this idea (which I hadn’t really considered before) in more detail with other informants. I was surprised to find agreement from both women and men. A Gove County housewife explained her reservations:

Well, a lot of the women were raised in cities or near big towns and things like that, and I don’t think they really know that much about a farming community. And we are at least an hour’s drive away from shopping or going to the movies, or whatever the college presents, you know, plays and things like this. And I think when they’re out here, they’re not used to wide-open spaces, you know. And I think they really kind of feel like we’re kind of barren out here. Maybe they feel like they’re a little bit alone or something. I mean, they can’t just go downtown to the Dairy Queen or whatever; they have to drive thirty minutes to get to different places. So I think that’s a lot of it. It’s just too barren and not enough action [laughs].

The doctor in Quinter felt that he had an easier time adapting to life on the Plains than his wife because it had more of what a man would be interested in. “But my wife—you’ll find from talking to her, she doesn’t have as many things to do. You know, she doesn’t hunt, doesn’t fish, doesn’t play golf. So there’s not much available.”

In addition to pointing out the lack of amenities that most informants imagined necessary for female happiness (or at least urban female happiness), informants also noted a lack of opportunities for women professionally in Gove County. A female teacher offered a brief list of what jobs were available to women. It included working at one of the cafés, government office jobs, housekeeping, teaching, and being an assistant in the schools. Like much of rural America, the gendered division of labor is still strong in Gove County.

A Quinter businessman felt that there were actually more professional opportunities for females than males in Gove County, but still believed that the area was less attractive to females. When asked whether he thought men were more willing than women to live and work in Gove County, he replied:

I think there’s probably some truth to that. I don’t know if we have as many opportunities here for men as we have for women. Simply
because of the hospital, because the nursing field and the technicians, the physical therapists. . . . So when you have a place that employs 180 people or whatever the current number is and they’re primarily women, the opportunities are greater there. And, of course, the second one in town would be the school.

Clearly both of these informants have firm ideas about employment opportunities for females in Gove County. Interestingly enough, I found the jobs deemed as appropriate for men to be equally limited. During discussions on what could be done to keep young people in the county, a fairly consistent reply emerged for young males returning after college. This response was typical: “I would say for the sons, if your dad’s a farmer and you’re not interested in that at all, I don’t think you’ll come back.” Gove County is seen as a farming county, and farming is deemed to be what men do there. Although the county certainly offers other positions, the vision that respondents have for men is purely that of farmer.

EFFECTS OF THE AGRARIAN PLACE-MYTH

The place-images listed above combine to show that western Kansas is dominated by an agricultural or pastoral place-myth that is constructed in contrast to more urban areas. The communities of the region are based around farming, and the citizens of those communities see that work as predominantly for men. Although female informants sometimes talked with pride of operating tractors, it was a secondary task, something to be done outside their regular, more feminine occupations. Because of the hegemonic power of this myth, Gove and western Kansas are seen by their residents as masculine places. Men can move into the county with some ease because it offers employment and diversions (hunting, fishing, golf) that males typically enjoy.

Women, on the other hand, are not seen as naturally inclined toward Gove County. If they have grown up there, then they are perceived to have received the benefits of a rural life (i.e., they are hardworking, they know where their food comes from, they know how to do without), and are trained to appreciate the area’s agricultural lifestyle, and its wide-open, windswept landscape. Women who come from away, however, are seen as unequipped to deal with the asceticism necessary for life on the Plains. Because women do not fit into what is viewed as the primary job of the county, they are relegated to more traditionally feminine service jobs.

These gendered divisions of labor and their projection on the landscape are certainly not unique to Gove County, but I would argue that their impact is especially profound there because of the county’s small size and limited opportunities. In a larger setting, an individual would simply seek out a place of employment that offered what he or she was looking for. But in Gove County, many people simply move away because those opportunities don’t exist. As a result, the inability of residents to break out of their gendered conceptual binary is seriously deterring development. All the parents of daughters that I interviewed had at least one daughter who did not live in the county. The reasons offered for those departures were consistent: the daughter couldn’t find a job in her profession of choice. Similarly, young men who were not interested in farming left because Gove County has not sought out other forms of industry to encourage them to stick around.

What is more, the hegemonic power of this place-myth has limited the ability of most Gove County residents to view the impact of the results of this gendering. Because they have decided that the lifestyle of Gove County is naturally appealing to and better for men, they can ascribe blame for the lack of new families to women’s inability to deal with the harshness of the western Kansas landscape. Similarly, they believe that the men who leave the county do so because they either don’t want to farm or have been precluded from doing so by government agricultural policies. And while residents recognize that people leave in pursuit of other
opportunities, they view that loss as an inevitability rather than a result of their development choices. They cannot see around the limits that the gendered pastoral agrarian place-myth has placed on their communities.

Place-myths certainly can and do have positive aspects. It is beneficial to feel part of a community, for example, even more so if one feels that that community has worth and imparts beneficial social values onto its members. Gove County would be a much grimmer place if all residents believed as one expatriate does: “Growing up in a rural environment or a small town doesn’t necessarily give you the assets [to be successful].” Gove County residents gain from believing they get something special out of living and working in an agricultural setting. I have no doubt that a true sense of community exists for residents of Gove County, and that many of the residents there are hardworking and honest. But problems arise when these qualities are deemed to be unique to the region.

It seems to have produced xenophobia. Gove County residents are certainly friendly to outsiders, but they are not particularly interested in attracting new residents or industries, especially if those new residents or industries don’t fit into their agrarian place-myth. When they vote down proposals for industry, it is frequently for one of two fears: the industry will not fit with the pastoral values of the county, or the industry will attract undesirable new workers from outside the area.

While it is fair to view the introduction of new industry with a certain degree of skepticism, it is also easy to empathize with the county commissioner whose frustration was palpable as he detailed the various types of industry that had recently been voted down by the county’s residents:

That’s one of the things as a county commissioner today that maybe is a little frustrating. At this point in time, with the
labor base that we have or don’t have, and the infrastructure that we have possibly to attract any businesses or retain people, we’re going to have to accept some industries that in some people’s viewpoints have maybe too many downside attributes. Over the past several years there’ve been some businesses proposed to bring into this county that have pretty much been voted down. Because of people’s perceptions of the downside of the business. [They] apparently don’t want corporate farming in the way of hog farms that would bring in possibly foreign workers of any type. [There was another] proposal to bring in a holding facility for prisoners. This was vetoed in no uncertain terms. There was no desire to have anything like that in the county. A large trash, waste-handling facility has been proposed, and was not warmly received. Just several things of this nature.

He was not the only one to complain about a lack of vision in the community. A younger couple expressed similar frustrations with the voting for a potential correctional facility:

Husband: There’s a lot of people that would like it, but on their terms.
Wife: Yeah, I think any job created in our county is a good job. And I don’t have a problem with it being a prison. There are plenty of people around here that could use a job like that. Burlington, Colorado, thrives off of their correctional facility. And it’s right by interstate. You know, we’ve got plenty of open space out here, and I’m sure there are farmers willing to sell their ground. They can make their buck, and we can make money for our county.

Presumably the terms that the couple mentioned in their response had to do only with attracting rural people for agricultural jobs. But as the county commissioner noted, even the agricultural jobs have to fit a certain model. Agriculture in Gove County is considered a family endeavor, not a corporate one.

Corporate farming certainly has its detractors all over the United States, but in Gove County it carries connotations of cities and industry, and is therefore not welcome. In addition, such farms are thought to attract new workers from outside the area. And as we have seen, the people of Gove County distrust new people from outside western Kansas because they see them as lazy, potentially seeking welfare benefits, and generally contributing to a decline in the values of the community.

The agrarian place-myth in Gove County is so strong that many residents see the region’s decline strictly in agricultural terms. Several farmers I interviewed blamed a large part of the county’s decline on certain farmers in the community putting their land into the government’s Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). CRP land is left fallow for extended periods so that native grasses and wildlife can return to it. Many experts see it as a good way to slow agricultural overproduction and protect marginal land, but several of the farmers I talked to had negative feelings toward the CRP because they viewed it as preventing young farmers from being able to get into agriculture. This response was typical:

They say, “Oh, it really doesn’t hurt nothin’.” And I got a neighbor that did it, that, oh, lives ten, fifteen miles away. . . . Well, what do you mean it really doesn’t? Here’s fuel. He’s not buying fuel to farm, so some fuel dealer out here, he’s cut back that much. Well, he’s not buying fertilizer. He’s not buying seed. He’s not buying repairs. And all these people that they’re talking about, so they don’t employ as many people. And there’s some ground that needs to be in CRP, don’t get me wrong, these rough hillsides. But they’re putting in good, real good land in the CRP. And they’re putting it in, [that’s] what’s killing as far as rural Kansas, our rural community here. You got a young guy that’s wanting to farm, and they’re putting this ground, that section right here east of it, this ground is in for over 40 dollars an acre, cash rent. And the cash rent price on
it would be thirty to thirty-five dollars an acre. And the government outbid this young farmer. Now, do you think that's good for Gove County?

An older resident of Grainfield felt that much of the decline in population for Gove County was caused by negative attitudes toward farming. As he told me, “Some of the reason we’re losing population is definitely attitude.” He then proceeded to provide numerous examples where a farmer who was successful had been able to keep his children in the area, whereas farmers who complained and groused about farming usually went out of business and their children moved away. To one farmer, who admitted that “not everybody can farm,” the only problem in Gove County was that people did not realize or had forgotten how successful they could be farming, and had failed to teach their children that.

It is interesting that men like the two just mentioned, who can be pragmatic about issues such as school consolidation, supporting the hospital, and the need to shop locally, are still trapped in the hegemonic hold of the pastoral place-myth when it comes to imagining development in the county. This illustrates the power of a place-myth. Not only does it resist change over time, it can also limit the vision people have for a place. I began this investigation under the assumption that continuing demographic and economic decline in the rural Great Plains would have had a negative effect on the region’s sense of place and self-esteem. I did not find that to be the case. As shown above, residents of Gove County continue to associate their communities with values similar to those of the Jeffersonian agrarianism first espoused in the eighteenth century. If anything, residents are more intent on seeing value and uniqueness in their lifestyles as their communities shrink in size. I argue that the determination to view these values as existing in direct opposition to more urban areas has kept Gove County from seeking out potentially beneficial development.

It is important to clarify that I am not arguing that the agrarian place-myth of Gove County is solely or even primarily responsible for the area’s decline. Gove County is but a tiny node in a vast cultural and economic web, and in some ways it has little influence over its own progress. Its residents cannot control how the government decides to reimburse for Medicaid and Medicare. Its farmers cannot control wheat prices or the speed of agricultural technological development. These and numerous other factors operate at a far larger scale.

In some ways, migration exacerbates the problem of underdevelopment for Gove because it does not force the issue of attracting new forms of industry. Since little unemployment exists in Gove County (only 3.2 percent), why should residents push for more industry? As a member of local government pointed out to me, “A factory will move in if you’re in desperation, [if you have] unemployment that hell wouldn’t have it. They’ll come in. You don’t bring them in. They will not come in if you don’t have unemployment.” So they cannot attract a light industry on their own that might turn their decline around.

Social spatialization in Shields’s theory is not a base causal factor for the marginalization of places, but it is a contributing one. Ample evidence exists that this is the case in Gove County. Whereas it is almost impossible to attract major industry there, the agrarian place-myth has definitely stopped residents from welcoming smaller enterprises that would have brought new people to the area. Even if these newcomers did not celebrate agrarian values, they certainly would have increased the county’s dwindling tax base. Similarly, if Gove County residents had viewed their population exodus not as having solely to do with people not wanting to farm, but as a lack of something more in the community, they might have sought to add whatever industry or cultural amenities they could. How many decisions over the course of the county’s history have been made based on this place-myth? How might their present situation be different if they had made different decisions?
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